
SECONDARY DIVERSITY ESSAY

Welcome to PDr's Weekly Weigh-in! This week, we ask medical students: How did you approach "the diversity
secondary essay" on your secondary.

The focus should be not on your particular opinions of the subculture, but rather on your lived experiences and
how they landed on you, personally. Leadership opportunities. In that case, it is okay to just copy and paste
from the list you created for your primary application. Name specific programs, values, or opportunities they
have. This type of essay covers a discrete moment, or period, where you encountered a person or group of
people belonging to any type of subculture which faces discrimination and prejudice. The more specific you
can be, the better. If so, please let me know some days and times that are most convenient for you, your time
zone, and the best number to reach you. Mention the program by name. Change must be concrete -- IE,
something you actually did differently as a result of the experience. If you just can't think of anything at all
that sets you apart, think again. Like every other piece of written material you submit, aim not only to answer
the prompt, but also to give admissions committees deeper insights into what makes YOU so great for their
school specifically. Just copy and paste it. Do NOT repeat things verbatim from your primary application in
your secondary essays! In addition, [resources] provide support to help students reach their potential. Your
response should highlight a distinctive you that will add to the class mosaic every adcom is trying to create.
Why Does Diversity Matter at School? Having connected with a range of Boston families, varying in age,
socioeconomic status, and ethnicity, I have improved my sense of self-awareness and cultural sensitivity,
attributes I hope to continue developing with the surrounding Seattle community. The easiest people to contact
are those you know personally or through a mutual acquaintance. Deeds: What have you done? Plus, learning
and growing in this multicultural environment will prepare students for working in our increasingly
multicultural and global world. You have to figure something else out. I believe that the answers to these
questions and others will come from the Community Health Program at the University of Washington UW.
You need to say something specific about the school. Just answer the secondary prompts from one school,
then move on to the next school.


